
Term 3: 

This term our Unit of Inquiry is ‘We can use a variety of methods to communicate.’ The 

children will be following different lines of inquiry to help us discover: 

- Why were secret codes used to communicate?  

- How did different gadgets and machine make communication effective?  

- What impact did spies have on events in history?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Unit of Inquiry will focus on communication and how secret forms of 

communication were used by government agents across the world. We will begin to 

understand why countries used spies and why they need to communicate in secret 

and undecodable ways. The children will explore different ways this could be done, 

such as code, morse code, carry pigeons and much more. The class will investigate 

machines that were used to create to crack codes, using their research to create their 

own spy gadgets. Throughout the term, the children will learn about the impact spies 

and secret forms of communication impacted on events in our history. It should a term 

packed with exciting learning and many things to explore and investigate!  

In English this term, our focus will be based on the book ‘Zac Power-Poison Island’. Zac 

Power is on a mission to the world's most dangerous island. He must track down Dr. 

Drastic, an evil mad scientist, in a jungle is full of quicksand, piranhas, and poison frogs. 

No sweat! When you come from a family of spies, you do this sort of thing millions of 

times before the age of twelve. But this time is different. We will use this exciting book 

and other non-fiction text about spies to inspire our writing. Focusing on genres such 

as instructional and informative writing as well as letters and non-chronological 

reports. As part of or writing focus, we will do lots of work on our spelling and the use 

of punctuation, ensuring we are using a range of sentence structures and writing 

techniques.  

In maths this term, we will be finishing our work on multiplication and division, learning 

the 9-, 7-, 11- and 12-times tables and moving onto multiplying and dividing 2- and 3-

digit numbers by a 1 digit number. We will be using lots of manipulatives and pictorial 

representations to support understanding in these areas, as it can be a tricky concept. 

We will move onto measurement towards the end of the term, focusing on area and 

how this is calculated.  

You might like to join in our learning by… 

- Create your own secret messages to friends and family. 

https://www.naa.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-05/spy-activity-secret-

messages.pdf 

- Can you make your own disguise, see if you family can recognise you!  

https://www.naa.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-05/spy-activity-secret-messages.pdf
https://www.naa.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-05/spy-activity-secret-messages.pdf


- Visit the MI5/6 buildings in London. What do you notice about the buildings? 

What do you think would be inside? Can you create a map or prediction of 

what you think would be in the building?  

- Investigate fingerprints- examine different fingerprints in your family. Is there 

anything the same or different? Can you work out whose fingerprint is whose? 

https://www.naa.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-05/spy-activity-

fingerprints.pdf 

- Can you crack the code: https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/games/action-

adventure/article/crack-the-code-1 

- Write your name in morse code or try to send messages to friends and family, 

using only morse code.  

- Research a real-life spy and create a fact file all about them.  

https://www.naa.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-05/spy-activity-fingerprints.pdf
https://www.naa.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-05/spy-activity-fingerprints.pdf
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/games/action-adventure/article/crack-the-code-1
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/games/action-adventure/article/crack-the-code-1

